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SUBJ - MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE ON SHELF LIFE EXTENSION OF CARTRIDGE, FIRE EXTINGUISHER, AIRCRAFT, P/N 841135, NSN 1377-00-726-1334 (GEN 76-24).

1. MESSAGE 241345Z SEP 76; FM ODRANGC, EDGEWOOD, MD //NGB-ARMC// TO AIG 7401.
2. INFO RUEUSA/NGB WASH DC //NGB-ARL-A// 241345Z SEP 76 ZEX.
3. FM ODRANGC STL MO //DRSAV-FEG// TO AIG 6961.
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EXTENDED AN ADDITIONAL 6 MONTHS TO A TOTAL OF 8 YEARS BASED ON URGENT NEED. WHEN NEW PRODUCTION IS RECEIVED FOR STOCK AND ISSUE, SHELF LIFE WILL REVERT TO 5 YEARS.
3. THE SERVICE LIFE WILL REMAIN AT 2 YEARS.
4. POINT OF CONTACT AT THIS COMMAND IS MR. L. STEINERT, AUTOVON 696-2660.
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